Citation for Downes article. Directly after the citation, begin typing your summary of the article.

Citation for the Musser article. Directly after the citation, begin typing your paraphrase of the article. Use proper references and internal doc. Use your signal words when appropriate. Two quotes required.

Choose one word from Tone List #2 that you have no clue how to contextualize. Search the databases for a contextualized example of this word. This CANNOT be a definition of the word nor a sentence created for a definition. It needs to be a sentence within some research article with an original use of the word. Cite the source here in MLA 8. Directly after the citation, explain how the quote reveals the meaning of the word, and integrate the quote into your response. Use appropriate signal words, quote punctuation, and documentation.
**Finishing up:

1. Alphabetize all the citations.

2. Double check your MLA.

3. Turn it in to TurnItIn.com.

4. Log out of TurnItIn.com, log back in, check similarity report. If you punctuated, documented, summarized, and paraphrased correctly, your similarity should be low. If anything is “similar,” it should only be (maybe) the citations themselves, your name, or my name. How did you do?